DEAR IADS LEADERSHIP

As a long term admirer of the impressive work being done by the IADS, I’m delighted to submit my application for vice president of science and research.
I applied for This position because I’m interested in this kind of jobs I have been working in health community at IDSA (Iraqi dental students association) for a while and have been a part of some scientific projects and my interest in this kind of projects gave me the spirit to work more and I’m happy with what I have been achieving and would like to continue in this kind of divisions to learn more for the future and to give more, I think the main concept of learning is to learn and share what you learned in order to improve and to benefit the others on a personal and professional basis.
This kind of job environment needs a person who can deal with both the individual work as well as the teamwork And I have been into both during my working environment. In my experience, the individual work gives more space to express and to let your ideas take place while teamwork gives a fun time and you can exchange many ideas and information with others. Also, I have the skills of analysis that help me to adapt to variables and I always do focus on finding the solution.
I have seen some of your projects like the green dentistry project and also I have seen the oral cancer action, hepatitis, and the AMR posts that the organization mentioned and I found it interesting. I would like to focus more on doing some researches on dental students need generally and to aware more about pediatric and periodontology subjects to put the spotlight about this kind of important thing that the people don’t care about much.
I look forward to your reply and Thank you for considering my application.
Best regards

Payman sarmad